
Finanial Portfolio OptimisationPierre Flener1, Justin Pearson1, and Luis G. Reyna21 Department of Information Tehnology, Uppsala UniversityBox 337, 751 05 Uppsala, SwedenPierre.Flener�it.uu.se, Justin.Pearson�it.uu.se2 Global Private Investment Advisory Group, Merrill LynhNew York, NY 10281-1307, USALuis Reyna�ml.omAbstrat. We give an approximate and often extremely fast method ofsolving a portfolio optimisation (PO) problem in �nanial mathematis,whih has appliations in the redit derivatives market. Its orrespond-ing satisfation problem is losely related to the balaned inompleteblok design (BIBD) problem. However, typial PO instanes are an or-der of magnitude larger than the largest BIBDs solved so far by globalsearh. Our method is based on embedding sub-instanes into the origi-nal instane. Their determination is itself a CSP. This allows us to solve atypial PO instane, with over 10746 symmetries. The high quality of ourapproximate solutions an be assessed by omparison with a tight lowerbound on the ost. Also, our solutions suÆiently improve the urrentlybest ones so as to often make the di�erene between having or not havinga feasible transation due to investor and rating-ageny onstraints.1 IntrodutionThe strutured redit market has seen two new produts over the last deade:redit derivatives and redit default obligations (CDOs). These new produtshave reated the ability to leverage and transform redit risk in ways not possiblethrough the traditional bond and loan markets.CDOs typially onsist of a speial purpose vehile that has redit exposureto around one hundred di�erent issuers. Suh vehiles purhase bonds and loansand other �nanial assets through the issuane of notes or obligations with vary-ing levels of risk. In a typial struture, redit losses in the underlying pool arealloated to the most subordinated obligations or notes �rst. A natural progres-sion of the market has been to use notes from existing CDOs as assets into anew generation of CDOs, alled CDO Squared or CDO of CDO [9℄.The redit derivatives market has allowed a more eÆient mehanism forreating CDO Squared. The idea is to use sub-pools of redit default swapsinstead of notes. The sub-pools are hosen from a olletion of redits with thelevel of liquidity and risk adequate to the potential investors. These transationsare sometimes labelled syntheti CDO Squared.



In the reation of a syntheti CDO, the natural question arises on how tomaximise the diversi�ation of the sub-pools given a limited universe of previ-ously hosen redits. In a typial CDO Squared, the number of available reditsranges from 250 to 500 and the number of sub-pools from 4 to as many as 25.The investment banker arranging for a CDO Squared usually seeks to maximisethe return of the subordinated notes under the onstraints imposed by the rat-ing agenies and the investors. This is a hallenge that typially is only partiallyaddressed, in part due to the diÆulty of priing the underlying assets [5℄.3In this paper, we analyse the already �nanially relevant abstrated problemof seleting the redits omprising eah of the sub-pools with a minimal overlap,or maximum diversi�ation. The minimisation of the overlap usually results inbetter ratings for the notes, typially resulting in more eÆient strutures.The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we disussthe well-known problem of balaned inomplete blok design (BIBD), whihis related to portfolio optimisation. In Setion 3, we formulate the portfoliooptimisation (PO) problem, whih is an optimisation problem, and show itsrelationship to the BIBD problem, whih is a satisfation problem. Sine theknown methods of solving BIBD instanes by global searh do not sale for thesolution of typial instanes of the satisfation version of the PO problem, weintrodue in Setion 4 a method of approximately solving the PO problem, usinga notion of embedding small ourrenes of an instane in a larger one. Finally,in Setion 5, we onlude, disuss related work, and outline future work.2 Balaned Inomplete Blok DesignsLet V be any set of v elements, alled varieties. Let B = f1; : : : ; bg. A balanedinomplete blok design (BIBD) is a bag of b subsets Bj � V , alled bloks, eahof size k: 8j 2 B : jBj j = k (1)with 2 � k < v,4 suh that eah pair of distint varieties ours together inexatly � bloks. Let Vi be the set of the identi�ers of the bloks in whihvariety i ours: Vi = fj 2 B j i 2 Bjg. The Vi are here alled o-bloks. Theprevious balaning ondition an now be formulated by requiring that any twodistint o-bloks interset over exatly � elements:8 i1 6= i2 2 V : jVi1 \ Vi2 j = � (2)An implied onstraint is that eah o-blok has the same number r of elements,whose value an be determined:8i 2 V : jVij = r = � � (v � 1)k � 1 (3)3 There are very few publily aessible papers we an ite in this introdution, asmost are on�dential due to the potential �nanial value of their results.4 If k = v, then it is a omplete blok design.



This onstraint and the already mentioned 2 � k < v imply that none of theo-bloks an be equal: � < r (4)A further implied onstraint is that the o-bloks and bloks have together thesame number of elements: v � r = b � k (5)These implied onstraints are insuÆient existene onditions for a BIBD.A BIBD is thus parameterised by a 5-tuple hv; b; r; k; �i of parameters, anythree of whih are independent. Originally intended for the design of statistialexperiments, BIBDs also have appliations in ryptography and other domains.See [1℄, or http://mathworld.wolfram.om/BlokDesign.html, or Problem 28at http://www.splib.org/ for more information.Bloks and o-bloks are dual: an alternative formulation is that a BIBD isa set of v subsets Vi � B, eah of size r, suh that the preeding onstraints (1)to (5) hold, where blok Bj is then the set of varieties omprising it, that isBj = fi 2 V j j 2 Vig.One way of modelling a BIBD is in terms of its inidene matrix, whih is av � b matrix, suh that the entry at the intersetion of row i and olumn j is 1if i 2 Bj (that is j 2 Vi) and 0 otherwise. The �rst three onstraints are thenmodelled by requiring, respetively, that there are exatly k ones (that is a sumof k) for eah olumn, a salar produt of exatly � for any pair of distint rows,and exatly r ones (that is a sum of r) for eah row.Sine the varieties and bloks are indistinguishable, any two rows or olumnsof the inidene matrix an be freely permuted. Breaking all the resulting v! � b!symmetries an in theory be performed, for instane by v! � b!� 1 (anti-) lexio-graphial ordering onstraints between vetors extrated from the inidene ma-trix [4, 8℄. In pratie, stritly anti-lexiographially ordering (denoted by >lex)the rows (sine o-bloks annot be repeated) as well as anti-lexiographiallyordering (denoted by �lex) the olumns (sine bloks an be repeated) worksquite �ne, due to the balaning onstraint (2) [7℄, espeially when labelling in arow-wise fashion and trying the value 1 before the value 0. This muh improvesthe best previously reported results under global searh and allows the solution ofpreviously unsolved instanes. By simultaneously performing symmetry-breakingduring searh in the SBDD style [6℄, but augmenting it with group-theoretialinsights and some heuristis, improvements of another order of magnitude an beahieved, but only when omputing all the solutions [12℄. The instanes solvedin [12℄ with 4 � v � 25, whih is the range of interest to us, have values of b upto 50, whih is an order of magnitude below our range of interest.3 Portfolio OptimisationAfter preisely formulating the portfolio optimisation (PO) problem of the in-trodution and exhibiting its relationship to the BIBD problem, we derive animportant implied onstraint for the PO problem, before showing how to modelit and how to exatly solve sub-real-life-sale instanes thereof.



3.1 FormulationThe portfolio optimisation (PO) problem is formulated as follows. Let V =f1; : : : ; vg and let B = f1; : : : ; bg be a set of redits. A portfolio is a set of vsubsets Vi � B, alled sub-pools, eah of size r:8i 2 V : jVij = r (6)suh that the maximum intersetion size of any two distint sub-pools is min-imised. A portfolio is thus parameterised by a 3-tuple hv; b; ri of independentparameters. By abuse of language, hv; b; ri denotes even sub-optimal solutions.There is a universe of about 250 � b � 500 redits. A typial portfolioontains about 4 � v � 25 sub-pools, eah of size r � 100.Note that we have formulated the PO problem using the same notation as forthe BIBD problem. The relationship with the (o-blok formulation of the) BIBDproblem is indeed striking, with redits taking the role of the blok identi�ers,sub-pools taking the role of the o-bloks, and the o-blok size being �xed, asper the related onstraints (3) and (6). But the similarity ends there, as the BIBDbalaning ondition (2) refers to a onstant � as the o-blok intersetion size,while the maximum o-blok intersetion size is to be minimised in a portfolio.In other words, the BIBD problem is a onstraint satisfation problem (CSP),while the PO problem is a onstraint optimisation problem (COP). Also, thetypial value of b for a portfolio is an order of magnitude larger than what hasbeen tried so far with global searh for BIBDs [12℄.For syntati ontinuity, let us all � the maximum of the intersetion sizesin a portfolio. This gives us the following PO onstraint, related to the BIBDonstraint (2): 8 i1 6= i2 2 V : jVi1 \ Vi2 j � � (7)where � is then the ost expression that is to be minimised:minimise � (8)with � � r (note the di�erene with the BIBD implied onstraint (4)).We parameterise a PO CSP by a 4-tuple hv; b; r; �i of independent parame-ters, where � need not be the minimal value. Note that PO CSPs with � = rare trivial to onstrut, as it suÆes to make all o-bloks equal.3.2 An Implied ConstraintWe now show how to derive a tight lower bound on � for the PO problem,and argue why the PO problem does not (seem to) have a ounterpart of theBIBD onstraint (1) on the blok sizes, and hene not a ounterpart of the BIBDimplied onstraint (5). The following theorem exatly �ts the requirements ofthe PO problem, provided all the redits are used in the portfolio, whih is oftena realisti assumption:



Theorem 1 (Corr�adi [2, 10℄). Let V1; : : : ; Vv be r-element sets and B be theirunion. If jVi1 \ Vi2 j � � for all i1 6= i2, thenjBj � r2 � vr + (v � 1) � �Sine jBj = b here, we get as a PO implied onstraint a tight lower bound on� by rearranging the previous formula and rounding up so that � is a naturalnumber:5 � � �r � (r � v � b)b � (v � 1) � ^ � � 0 (9)The lower bound predited by this onstraint is not always exat, as shown inthe following example.Example 1. For h10; 8; 3i, we obtain � � d 1112e, hene � � 1. For h9; 8; 3i, weobtain � � d 5764e, hene � � 1. However, it is not diÆult to show (with themethod to be shown in Setion 3.3) that there are no 10 or even 9 subsets ofsize 3 in an 8-element set suh that they interset pairwisely over at most � = 1element. In fat, these two instanes are at best solved with � = 2; some ofthe sets of suh optimal solutions pairwisely interset over only 1 element. (Thisexample will be ontinued in Example 2.)It is tempting to think that tight bounds an be similarly obtained on theblok sizes. Indeed, a portfolio hv; b; ri beomes a BIBD if b divides v �r and if allthe sub-pools must have pairwise intersetions of exatly (rather than at most)� elements: the integer value k = v�rb is then obtained via the BIBD impliedonstraint (5). In ase b does not divide v � r, one may be tempted to adjust theportfolio parameters �rst. However, BIBDs of the size onsidered here, namelyfor 250 � b � 500 bloks, are about one order of magnitude larger than whathas been tried so far in global searh, and our experiments suggest that thosemethods do not sale to BIBDs of that size, espeially that the BIBD existeneonditions are very weak. Also, no PO onstraint fores the redits to spread insome manner over the sub-pools, so that neither d v�rb e is an upper bound on k,nor b v�rb  is a lower bound on k. Indeed, we have designed portfolios where theblok sizes are distributed over the entire 1; : : : ; v range (see Example 2).It is also tempting to think that it is suÆient (and easier) to �nd sub-poolswhose pairwise intersetions are of size exatly �, rather than upper boundedby �. However, there is no solution to h10; 8; 3i where the pairwise intersetionsizes are all equal to � = 2, whereas Example 1 establishes the existene of asolution where the pairwise intersetion sizes are upper bounded by � = 2.3.3 Modelling and Exat SolutionOne way of modelling a portfolio is in terms of its inidene matrix, whih is av � b matrix, suh that the entry at the intersetion of row i and olumn j is5 The same bound an be obtained by injeting the resolution of the BIBD impliedonstraint (5) for k into the BIBD implied onstraint (3) and then resolving for �.



bloks/redits1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 02 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 03 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 04 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 05 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 06 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 17 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 08 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 09 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 010 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0Table 1. An optimal solution to h10; 8; 3i, with ost � = 2. The rows orrespond tothe o-bloks (sub-pools).1 if j 2 Vi and 0 otherwise. The PO onstraints (6) and (7) are then modelledby requiring, respetively, that there are exatly r ones (that is a sum of r) foreah row and a salar produt of at most � for any pair of distint rows.The following example gives an optimal portfolio under this model, and uses itto show that the PO problem does not enjoy the optimal sub-struture property.Example 2. (Continuation of Example 1.) An optimal solution to h10; 8; 3i, withost � = 2, is given in Table 1. Note that the blok sizes are distributed over theentire 1; : : : ; v range, namely one blok eah of sizes 1, 5, 6, 10, and four bloksof size 2. Now, for h8; 8; 3i, we obtain � � d 67e, hene � � 1, and it turns outthat there are 8 subsets of size 3 in an 8-element set suh that they intersetpairwisely over at most 1 element. We an now see why the PO problem doesnot enjoy the optimal sub-struture property, namely that an optimal solutionto an instane does not neessarily ontain optimal solutions to sub-instanes.Indeed, the optimal solution to h10; 8; 3i in Table 1, with ost 2, ontains no 8subsets of size 3 in the 8-element set suh that they interset pairwisely over atmost 1 element. Note that the last 4 sets eah have pairwise intersetions of size1 with 4 of the �rst 6 sets, while all other pairwise intersetions are of size 2.The tight lower bound on the ost expression � suggests a (naive) method ofexatly solving (small instanes of) the PO COP as a sequene of PO CSPs: set� to some value \omfortably" above that tight lower bound, and lower it by 1eah time that CSP has a solution.The sub-pools are indistinguishable, and we assume (in a �rst approximation)that all the redits are indistinguishable. Hene any two rows or olumns ofthe inidene matrix an be freely permuted. Breaking all the resulting v! �b! symmetries an in theory be performed, for instane by v! � b! � 1 (anti-)lexiographial ordering onstraints [4℄. In pratie, in the CSP version of thePO problem (where a value for � is given), stritly anti-lexiographially orderingthe rows (sine sub-pools annot be repeated in portfolios with � < r) as wellas anti-lexiographially ordering the olumns (sine redits an appear in the



same sub-pools) works quite �ne for values of b up to about 36, due to theonstraint (7), espeially when labelling in a row-wise fashion and trying thevalue 1 before the value 0. However, this is one order of magnitude below thetypial value for b in a portfolio. Also, the absene of a onstraint on the bloksizes makes hv; b; r; �i muh harder to solve than hv; b; r; k; �i, if suh a k exists.Hene another method than this BIBD-style approah is neessary, or we needto design approximately optimal portfolios, as disussed next.4 Approximate Solution to Portfolio OptimisationOur method of eÆiently �nding possibly approximate solutions to the portfoliooptimisation (PO) problem rests on two key insights, explained �rst.4.1 UnderonstrainednessThe �rst insight omes from observing that the typial values of v (the numberof sub-pools) are quite small for the typial values of b (the number of redits)and r (the size of the sub-pools), as shown in the following example.Example 3. The �rst three olumns of Table 2 hart how the lower bound on� evolves with v � 2 aording to the PO implied onstraint (9) when b = 350and r = 100. The lower bound on � initially grows from 0 for v = 2, to between5 and 26 for the typial values of v (whih are between 4 and 25), but does notgrow muh after that; in fat, it never exeeds 29, whih it reahes for v = 127.This e�et is exaerbated for smaller values of b and r, as shown in the fourthand �fth olumns of Table 2.While this example illustrates a predition weakness of Theorem 1 for largevalues of v, the main lesson is that there is a range for v in whih the lowerbound on � does not hange quikly for �xed values of b and r. For the rangesof values of v, b, and r that are of interest here, v is within that zone.The onsequene is that the PO problem instanes of interest here seemunderonstrained in the sense that one may get (many) more than the intendedv sub-pools of the same size r from the same universe of b redits, without seeingthe maximum intersetion size of the sub-pools inrease. Dually, one may drawthe intended v sub-pools of the same size r from a (muh) smaller universethan the available b redits, without seeing the maximum intersetion size ofthe sub-pools inrease. For instane, Theorem 1 predits that v = 10 sub-poolsof r = 100 redits eah may be drawn with a maximum intersetion size of 21from a universe of 347 � b � 357 redits. Again, this e�et is exaerbated forsmaller values of b and r. This underonstrainedness may lead to onsiderableombinatorial explosion. In fat, we have been unable to solve any PO CSPinstanes of the magnitude onsidered here with the BIBD-style method outlinedin Setion 3.3, even when setting a quite high value for � and alloating an entireCPU week. Labelling just one row of the inidene matrix already tends to takea lot of time after the �rst few rows.



b = 350 and r = 100 b = 35 and r = 10unrounded rounded unrounded rounded time baktrakslower bound lower bound lower bound lower bound to �rst to �rstv on � on � on � on � solution solution2 -42.86 0 -4.286 0 0.01 03 -7.14 0 -0.714 0 0.04 04 4.76 5 0.476 1 0.09 15 10.71 11 1.071 2 0.26 1846 14.28 15 1.428 2 0.74 6587 16.67 17 1.667 2 1.23 9218 18.37 19 1.837 2 4.89 88729 19.64 20 1.964 2 ? + 0.85 ? + 56610 20.63 21 2.063 3 1.40 56711 21.43 22 2.143 3 1.62 56712 22.08 23 2.208 3 2.07 66313 22.62 23 2.262 3 3.01 187814 23.08 24 2.308 3 3.80 203815 23.47 24 2.347 3 4.82 224516 23.81 24 2.381 3 9.94 933117 24.11 25 2.411 3 12.97 10221. . . 25 322 25.17 26 2.517 3 39.59 16078. . . 26 329 26.02 27 2.602 3 117.72 35305. . . 27 347 27.02 28 2.702 3 ? ?. . . 28 3127 28.01 29 2.801 3 ? ?. . . 29 3Table 2. Unrounded and rounded lower bounds on the maximum intersetion size �for v � 2 o-bloks and b bloks of size r, as given by the PO implied onstraint (9).4.2 EmbeddingsThe seond insight is that omputing optimal solutions is not always pratial.As shown below, we an often very eÆiently solve real-life PO problem instaneswith values for � that are within 5% of, if not idential to, the lower bound givenby the PO implied onstraint (9). Sine that lower bound is not always exat, andsine there is urrently no better or faster way of solving real-life PO probleminstanes, our results are suÆient. Some may even turn out to be optimal. Sowe investigate the approximate solution of real-life PO problem instanes. Theidea is to embed small PO problem instanes within a large, real-life one, asillustrated in the following example.Example 4. We an embed 10 ourrenes of h10; 35; 10i within h10; 350; 100i.A not neessarily optimal solution to the PO COP h10; 350; 100i an be builtby making 10 opies of eah olumn in any possibly optimal solution to the PO



COP h10; 35; 10i. The �fth olumn of Table 2 gives � � 3 for the PO COPh10; 35; 10i. Solving the PO CSP h10; 35; 10; 3i with the BIBD-style method out-lined in Setion 3.3 is a matter of about one CPU seond and 567 baktraks,and suh a portfolio does exist. Sine 10 � 3 = 30, this means that we an buildfrom it a solution to the PO CSP h10; 350; 100; 30i. Sine the third olumn ofTable 2 gives � � 21 for the PO COP h10; 350; 100i, the built solution with ost� = 30 is quite far above that lower bound and may thus be sub-optimal. (Thisexample will be ontinued in Example 6.)This kind of embedding is a standard onept for BIBDs. Indeed, a BIBDhv; b; r; k; �i is said to be an m-multiple BIBD if hv; bm ; rm ; k; �m i parameterises aBIBD under the onstraints (1) to (5) [1℄. In other words, shrinking the numberof bloks by a fator m shrinks the sizes of the o-bloks and their intersetionsby the same fator m (provided they all divide m). Sine there are no exis-tene onditions for portfolios, whose design is a COP rather than a CSP, theorresponding onept for portfolios has an easier de�nition, given next.De�nition 1. A portfolio hv; b; ri is an m-multiple portfolio if m divides bothb and r. We denote this by hv; b; ri = m � hv; bm ; rmi.For the same reason, we an only ompare the predited lower bounds on themaximum sub-pool intersetion sizes, rather than the atual intersetion sizes asfor BIBDs. The following property establishes that the same ratio holds betweenthose lower bounds for portfolios and their multiples.Property 1. The PO implied onstraint (9) predits � � d�e for hv; b; ri if andonly if it predits � � d �me for hv; bm ; rm i.Example 5. We have h10; 350; 100i= 10 � h10; 35; 10i. Table 2 on�rms the ratioof 10 between the unrounded lower bounds on � for the two involved instanes.However, a portfolio is not always an exat multiple of another portfolio.Rather than adjusting the size of a desired portfolio so that it beomes a multipleof another portfolio, we advoate generalising the notion of multiples of a designand here do so for portfolios. Let us �rst show the intuition on an example.Example 6. (Continuation of Example 4.) Reonsider the h10; 350; 100i portfolio.It is not a 12-multiple of any portfolio as 12 does not divide both 350 and100. Sine 350 = 12 � 27 + 26 and 100 = 12 � 8 + 4, a not neessarily optimalsolution to the PO COP h10; 350; 100i an be built by making 12 opies ofeah olumn in any possibly optimal solution to the PO COP h10; 27; 8i andappending any possibly optimal solution to the PO COP h10; 26; 4i. The POimplied onstraint (9) gives � � 2 for the PO COP h10; 27; 8i and � � 1 for thePO COP h10; 26; 4i. Solving the PO CSPs h10; 27; 8; 2i and h10; 26; 4; 1i with theBIBD-style method outlined in Setion 3.3 is a matter of about 1 CPU seondand 69 baktraks total, and suh portfolios do exist. Sine 12 � 2 + 1 = 25, thismeans that we an build from them a solution to the PO CSP h10; 350; 100; 25i.Sine the third olumn of Table 2 gives � � 21 for the PO COP h10; 350; 100i,the built solution with ost � = 25 is still a bit above that lower bound and maythus be sub-optimal. (This example will be ontinued in Example 7.)



Let us now formalise all the intuitions from this example.De�nition 2. A portfolio hv; b; ri embeds m ourrenes of a portfolio hv; b1; r1iand 1 ourrene of a portfolio hv; b2; r2i, whih is denoted by hv; b; ri = m �hv; b1; r1i+ hv; b2; r2i, if the following three onstraints hold:b = m � b1 + b2 (10)r = m � r1 + r2 (11)0 � ri � bi � 1 for i = 1; 2 (12)The onstraints (10) and (11) ensure that the embedding is exat. The on-straint (12) ensures that the sub-pools an be subsets of the set of redits, foreah of the two embedded portfolios. It also eliminates the two ases (bi = 0)where the PO implied onstraint (9) annot be evaluated.Note that this embedding by vertial division of the inidene matrix is pos-sible beause of the full olumn symmetry of the latter and beause no PO on-straint works against it. However, an embedding by horizontal division of theinidene matrix will lead to idential rows, that is worst-ase solutions (� = r).An upper bound on the ost of an embedding portfolio an be omputedfrom the osts of its embedded portfolios, as shown next.Property 2. The ost � of a portfolio embedding m ourrenes of a portfoliohv; b1; r1i of ost �1 and one ourrene of a portfolio hv; b2; r2i of ost �2 satis�esthe inequality � � m � �1 + �2.The reason why there may be a strit inequality is that the ost of a portfoliois the maximum of its sub-pool intersetion sizes. Consider v = 3 and m = 1:the �rst embedded portfolio may have 1; 1; 2 as intersetion sizes, and the seondembedded portfolio may have 1; 2; 1 as intersetion sizes, both with a maximumof 2, giving 1 + 1; 1 + 2; 2 + 1 as intersetion sizes for the embedding portfolio,with a maximum of 3 < 1 � 2 + 2 = 4. For this reason, the alulated ost 25 ofthe embedding portfolio in Example 6 is in fat an upper bound, rather than theexat ost as stated there. Hene it is in general better to observe the atual ostof the embedding portfolio than to use the upper bound given by Property 2. Inthis ase, observation establishes that the ost is 25.4.3 Approximate SolutionThe issue now beomes how to onstrut suitable portfolio embeddings, so thatnear-optimal, if not optimal, real-life-sale portfolios an be designed. We advo-ate solving the CSP versions of the two embedded instanes, setting as � therounded lower bound given by the PO implied onstraint (9).Our method takes as additional input a ost � that we are trying to underut,say beause it is the ost of the urrently best portfolio (or the upper bound onthat ost, as determined by Property 2).



Two heuristi onstraints on m; v; b; r; b1; r1; b2; r2 in addition to the threeonstraints of De�nition 2 beome neessary in order to make the method prag-mati. Let �i be the rounded lower bounds given for the two embedded portfolioshv; bi; rii by the PO implied onstraint (9). The additional onstraints are justi-�ed and given in the following.First, we must restrit the fous to the pairs of embedded portfolios thathave a hane of leading to a portfolio whose ombined ost is lower than �:m � �1 + �2 < � (13)Indeed, the left-hand side is by Property 2 the upper bound on the ost of theembedding portfolio built from solutions, if they exist, to the two hv; bi; ri; �ii POCSPs. In pratie, it is usually equal to the ost of suh an embedding portfolio,hene this onstraint. Note that this onstraint implies that m < �.Seond, knowing that PO CSPs with values of b up to about 36 an often besolved (quite quikly) using the BIBD-style method outlined in Setion 3.3, theobjetive in hoosing the parameters of the embedding is to have both embeddedinstanes within that range for b:bi � 36 for i = 1; 2 (14)Note that the determination of andidate embeddings, whih are pairs ofCSPs, is thus itself a CSP.There is no guarantee that all PO CSPs with b � 36 an be solved suÆientlyquikly. For instane, the sixth and seventh olumns of Table 2 hart the CPUtimes in seonds and baktraks for hv; 35; 10; �i for v � 2 and � equal to therounded lower bound in the �fth olumn. The experiments were onduted ona Sun SPARC Ultra Station 10 in our SICStus Prolog 3.10.1 implementationof the BIBD-style method outlined in Setion 3.3. A question mark means thatwe stopped the solution proess after a CPU hour. The entry in the row v = 9means that h9; 35; 10; 2i timed out (in fat, it takes about 25 CPU hours andabout 537 � 106 baktraks to fail6), while h9; 35; 10; 3i takes only 0:85 CPU se-onds and 566 baktraks to sueed. We observe that for the range of values ofv where the rounded lower bound on � remains the same, the runtimes inreasewith v. In other words, they inrease when the rounding distane for the lowerbound on � dereases. This may not always be the ase. The same pattern anbe observed for the number of baktraks. The rounding distane seems to bea good indiator of the onstrainedness of a PO CSP. A good heuristi thenseems to be that we should favour embeddings where both embedded instaneshave not too small rounding distanes. In our observation, for the typial val-ues of v, instanes with rounding distanes below 0:15 are often problemati.Hene we also advoate ordering the embedded instane pairs that satisfy the6 Amazingly, these �gures were obtained on the same hardware in our OPL imple-mentation under OPL Studio 3.0.2, whih performs no symmetry breaking for lakof a lexiographial ordering onstraint! We aborted our SICStus Prolog 3.10.1 im-plementation after several CPU days, both with and without symmetry breaking.



m hv; b1; r1; �1i unrounded �1 hv; b2; r2; �2i unrounded �2 m � �1 + �210 h10; 32; 09; 2i 1.812 h10; 30; 10; 3i 2.592 2311 h10; 31; 09; 2i 1.903 h10; 09; 01; 1i 0.012 239 h10; 36; 10; 2i 1.975 h10; 26; 10; 4i 3.162 2218 h10; 18; 05; 1i 0.988 h10; 26; 10; 4i 3.162 2219 h10; 18; 05; 1i 0.988 h10; 08; 05; 3i 2.917 2211 h10; 30; 09; 2i 2.000 h10; 20; 01; 0i -0.056 22Table 3. Embeddings of h10; 350; 100i satisfying the onstraints (10) to (14) for � = 25,ordered by dereasing rounding distane for �1.onstraints (10) to (14) by dereasing rounding distane for �1, so that the ap-parently easier pairs are attempted �rst. Setting a time-limit on eah attempt isanother useful re�nement.Let us now illustrate this method.Example 7. (Continuation of Example 6.) Let us try and improve the portfo-lio with ost � = 25 previously obtained for h10; 350; 100i = 12 � h10; 27; 8i +h10; 26; 4i. The embeddings satisfying the onstraints (10) to (14) are given inTable 3, ordered by dereasing rounding distane for �1. Note that none of theseembeddings has a ombined ost of � = 21, whih is the lower bound given bythe PO implied onstraint (9) for h10; 350; 100i. This may be an artifat of theway we de�ne embeddings or of the way we heuristially onstrain the embed-dings. Setting a time limit of one CPU hour, we attempt to solve the PO CSPsin the seond and fourth olumns, proeeding row by row.The �rst embedding only takes about 13 CPU seonds and 13; 152 baktrakstotal to solve its two PO CSPs. Hene we an build a solution to h10; 350; 100ifrom 10 opies of the optimal solution (with � = 2) to h10; 32; 9i and one opyof the optimal solution (with � = 3) to h10; 30; 10i; it has an observed ost ofexatly � = 10 � 2 + 3 = 23 > 21.The seond embedding takes about 47 CPU minutes and about 4 � 106 bak-traks (mostly beause of the �rst embedded instane, as the seond one has�2 = r2 and is thus trivial to solve). We get another solution of (predited andobserved) ost 23 = 11 � 2 + 1.The third embedding has a �rst embedded PO CSP that times out, henewe ignore it and move on.The fourth and �fth embeddings both ontain h10; 18; 5; 1i, whih fails inabout 6 CPU minutes and 345; 595 baktraks. Hene �1 � 2, and m � �1 + �2is at least 40 for the fourth embedding and at least 41 for the �fth embedding,whih are both muh worse osts than in the urrently best solution.The sixth embedding is very interesting. Its �rst embedded PO CSP anbe solved as a BIBD with bloks of �xed size k = 3, as the unrounded �1 isa natural number and as b1 divides v � r1. This additional onstraint (1) onthe blok sizes gives very good propagation, and the BIBD method outlined atthe end of Setion 2 an solve this instane in about 0:39 CPU seonds and 23baktraks, whereas the BIBD-style method outlined in Setion 3.3 timed out



11 opies of eah olumn of 1 opy of eah olumn of111111111000000000000000000000 10000000000000000000110000000111111100000000000000 01000000000000000000110000000000000011111110000000 00100000000000000000001100000110000011000001110000 00010000000000000000001100000001100000110000001110 00001000000000000000000011000110000000001100001101 00000100000000000000000011000000011000100011100010 00000010000000000000000000110001100000001011010001 00000001000000000000000000101000010111000000001011 00000000100000000000000000011000001100010100110100 00000000010000000000Table 4. Our urrently best solution to h10; 350; 100i, built from 11 � h10; 30; 9i +h10; 20; 1i, and of ost 11 � 2 + 0 = 22 > 21.on the orresponding PO CSP, whih does not have that onstraint. The seondembedded PO CSP is trivial (in the sense that there at least as many redits asin the union of the requested sub-pools) sine v � r2 � b2 and is solved in about0:21 CPU seonds and 0 baktraks.Hene we an build a solution, given in Table 4, to h10; 350; 100i from 11opies of the optimal solution (with � = 2) to h10; 30; 9i and one opy of theoptimal solution (with � = 0) to h10; 20; 1i; it has an observed ost of exatly� = 11�2+0 = 22 > 21. Note that the last 10 redits are not used in this solution.This solution may atually turn out to be optimal, onsidering the preditionweakness of Theorem 1.5 ConlusionsSummary. We have given an approximate and often extremely fast method ofsolving a new portfolio optimisation (PO) problem in �nanial mathematis. Itsorresponding satisfation problem is losely related to the balaned inompleteblok design (BIBD) problem. However, typial PO instanes are an order ofmagnitude larger than the largest BIBDs solved so far by global searh, andthe PO problem laks a ounterpart of a ruial BIBD onstraint. Hene ur-rent BIBD-style solving methods are not suitable for real-life PO instanes. Ourmethod is based on embedding (multiple opies of) independent sub-instanesinto the original instane. Their determination is itself a onstraint satisfationproblem. The high quality of our approximate solutions an be assessed by om-parison with a tight lower bound on the ost.Generalisation. The generalisation of the main idea is as follows, in the on-text of a large onstraint optimisation problem where a (tight) lower bound onits ost an be somehow alulated. The idea is to embed several independentsmall problem instanes Pi within the given large problem instane P . A feasiblesolution S to P an then be built from possibly optimal feasible solutions Si tothe Pi. The quality of S an be assessed against the lower bound on the ost of



the optimal solution to P . If there is a relationship between the osts of S andthe Si, then this relationship an be used to determine the Pi via a CSP, usingthe lower bounds on their osts. For PO, this relationship is given by Property 2.Related Work. The idea of exploiting independent sub-problems also underliesTree-Based Russian Doll Searh [11℄. The idea of embedding (multiple opies of)sub-problem instanes into a larger problem instane is related to the oneptof abstrat loal searh [3℄, where a onrete solution is built from a solutionto an abstration of the original problem instane and then analysed for awsso as to infer a new abstrat solution. This works well if the onretisation andanalysis steps are tratable and if the abstration is optimality preserving, inthe sense that optimal onrete solutions an be built from abstrat solutions.Our embedded problem instanes an indeed be jointly seen as an abstration ofthe original problem instane. For instane, entire bundles of redits are here ab-strated into single super-redits. We have been unable so far to prove optimalitypreservation of suh portfolio abstrations, or to �nd onditions for it. As alsoobserved in [3℄, this is not problemati for hard problem instanes, suh as thetypial PO problem instanes onsidered here, where the utility of abstrationsan only be assessed by omparison with other tehniques. In any ase, we haveseen that our portfolio abstrations lead to solutions that are extremely lose toa tight lower bound on the ost.Also, we have found only one paper taking a onstraint programming ap-proah to portfolio seletion [13℄, but the takled problem there is atually dif-ferent from ours and is limited to portfolios onsisting of just one sub-pool.Future Work. Our notion of embeddings an be generalised to any linear om-bination of several sub-instanes. Indeed, De�nition 2 is restrited to embeddingsof always two sub-instanes, with oeÆients m and 1, respetively. The prieto pay for this restrition may have been that a solution of ost 21 eluded usin Example 7, though it may also be that no suh solution exists and that oursolution of ost 22 is in fat optimal.Some additional abstration may redue the 1; : : : ; v range of observed bloksizes. Indeed, a ounterpart of the BIBD onstraint (1) might enormously speedup the solution proess. The fats that some PO instanes (suh as h9; 35; 10; 2i)take CPU days to fail while inreasing their � (to obtain h9; 35; 10; 3i here)then leads to quasi instantaneous suess, and that other PO instanes (suhas h10; 30; 9; 2i) take CPU hours to sueed while the orresponding BIBD in-stanes, if any (h10; 30; 9; 3; 2i here), quasi instantaneously sueed, show thatthere is still muh spae for improving our method. Suh an additional abstra-tion might only ome at the prie of losing optimal solutions, though.The run-times and baktrak ounts of our implementation of the BIBD-stylemethod outlined in Setion 4 an be improved with the additional symmetry-breaking tehniques of STAB [12℄.Finally, it would be interesting to ompare our results with those obtainedby other omplete-searh tehniques as well as by loal-searh tehniques.Conlusion and Finanial Relevane. Our optimisation has eliminated theneed for ad ho manual permutations. On average, we have found that the over-
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